Request for a Practice Interview

Practice/mock interviews are an important aspect of the application process. The purpose of the interview is two-fold: first, to gather information that will enable us to write a more meaningful letter of reference and second, to give you practice in the interview situation. To schedule a practice interview, fill in the information below and return it to me, Pam Middleton, by **Monday, March 25th**. You may put forms in my mailbox in the Biology Department or email them to me. **Your waiver form is also due by March 25th.**

Interviews will be in May and early June, and will be scheduled once I know how many students/alumni will be participating. Interviews are held in the evening and take about 30 minutes of your time. For alumni who do not live near Northfield, the interviews are via Zoom.

Your name:

Science professors likely to write a letter of support:

Schools to which you will be applying (This is NOT a final list, but will get you started thinking about your options):

Alternative plans if you are not accepted on your first try:

The members of the Advisory Committee on Health Professions Programs are Rika Anderson, Biology; Chris Calderone, Chemistry; Joe Chihade, Chemistry; Steven Drew, Chemistry; Deborah Gross, Chemistry; Gretchen Hofmeister, Chemistry; Eric Hoopfer, Neuroscience; Fernan Jaramillo, Biology; Pam Middleton, Chair; Mike Nishizaki, Biology; Matt Rand, Biology; Rou-Jia Sung, Biology; Jay Tasson, Physics; Debby Walser-Kuntz, Biology; Jennifer Wolff, Biology and Stephan Zweifel, Biology.
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